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Abstract: With the fast growth in computing power nowadays, the qualities of animation enable an extra layer of visually convincing realism. In lip sync animation, creation of realistic lip movement is arduous in getting the lip shape and position to synchronize with the speech sounds. To note, spending hours in manually generating every single lip movement can be a long and challenging task. Consequently, a comprehensive analysis on viseme based multiple phonemes in English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin was carried out, to develop an accurate and potential platform for real time lip sync animation in multiple languages. The accuracy performance between human and avatar in real time were compared and evaluated. The findings revealed successful utilization of real time synchronization to drive the synthetic 3D avatars based on live speech input for multiple languages, with satisfied accurate lip motion result. This paper provides useful knowledge for multilingual solution which accurately predicts mouth movement on real human face, when a person is speaking and directs to lip sync process. It contributes to live performances and valuable in open-ended field with tons of potential, such as animation production industry, entertainment, gaming, digital marketing and media education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time lip sync animation is an approach to perform the talking of a virtual computer-generated character known as avatar, which synchronizes an accurate lip movement and sound in live animation. To explained, lip synching is often a part of the post-production phase in the making of animation films. However, drawings, clay puppets and computer meshes do not talk; so, when the synthesised characters are required to say something, their dialogues have to be recorded and analysed first before animate them to speak. Therefore, lip synchronisation or ‘lip-sync’ is the technique of moving a mouth of an animated character in such a way that it appears to speak in synchronism with the sound track. Likewise, real time lip sync is a technique driven by human voice directly to generate an avatar to talk on the screen.

In this context, determination of human’s lip pattern and movement showed the significance in generating natural speech. [1] emphasized that it is a necessary step in the process of mapping lip movements to the speech sound.

However, creating an accurate lip sync animation would be significantly more difficult especially in setting key frame value, as shown in Figure 1. In fact, it is particularly challenging in mapping the lip movements and sounds to be synchronized [2]. It is a time consuming process [3] especially in doing multilingual animation. To elaborate, the process is done manually through adjusting frame by frame that often needs several passes of fine tuning to match the sound [4]. As a result, it can be clearly seen that most of the animation films will choose not to redo the lip sync process when republish the animation with second language. The difficulty of the process causes heavy workload, time consuming and costly.

Fig. 1 Screen shot of setting keyframe to create lip sync animation in Autodesk MAYA

Therefore, the real time approach is needed to solve the difficulty of ordinary lip sync techniques and ensure realism in lip sync animation. In order to make character animation believable, correct lip shape corresponds to the sound is essential [5]. This paper provided automated digital speech model of viseme classification mapping to match the key phoneme sounds for English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin languages. Viseme is short for visible phoneme and refers to the shape of the mouth at the apex of a given phoneme [6]. Different categories of lip shapes in producing different phonemes sound had been analyzed very specifically using viseme categories. The approach reduces the difficulties of the ordinary lip sync technique which involves figuring out the speech timings and animating mouth positions manually to cohere with the sound. As for the making of real time animation which to be broadcasted with different language dialogues, it shortens the duration of production process and ensures an accurate outcome of lip sync.
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Moreover, the creation of lip sync can be integrated into the existing animation production pipeline easily in the synthesis phase, as the speaking virtual character is driven by audio signal in real time. Hence, it can be used in many applications for animator artists, such as multilingual animation reproduction, mass and pre-animation production, avatar speech and lip animation for game pipelines.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Concept of Real Time Lip Sync Animation

Real-time lip sync animation is also known as automatic lip sync or digital speech. A symbolic view of real time lip sync animation is shown in Figure 2. To quote [1], lip synchronization or ‘lip-sync’ is the technique of moving a mouth of an animated character in such a way that it appears to speak in synchronism with the sound track. However, real-time animation is the management of time and the program parameter is considered as manageable by the system [7]. As stated by [8], automatic lip sync is a technology that allows the computer to identify and understand the words spoken by a person by using a communication device.

Fig. 2 A symbolic view of Real Time Lip Sync Animation by [8]

Figure 2 demonstrates a scene where a speaker is talking through the microphone while the lip sync is performed at the same time accordingly, the animation is projected on the big screen and interacts with the audiences. The virtual animated character is driven by speech in real time. To achieve real-time lip sync performance, the simulation of avatar mouth's movement must always be synchronized with the physical time and speech sound to produce an output precisely within strict constraints, regardless of computational platform.

Human Lip Shapes and Position

Position of the mouth is regarded as functions of the phonemes. Different intonation of speech in vowels and consonants will make up the difference of mouth position or lip shape. [9] stated that human speech portrays the actual movement of the mouth as it makes the sounds of the dialogue. The mouth shape is changed when we speak, and each sound has a distinct look that is recognizable. Supported by [10], he presented that the reason why mouth shapes are so important during speech is because they are highly noticeable to an audience.

Based on the report of [11], four phonetically human behaviours on the speech provide efficient visual cues for audio-visual speech recognition and bring robustness to the automatic speech recognition system. These four models are the opening jaw, the lips rounding, the lips closure and the lips rising, as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Phonetically Human Behaviour on the Speech Model by [11]

In addition, referring [12], human lip shape is described normally as being either rounded or unrounded, a slightly more detailed analysis would be rounded, neutral and spread. They explained the phonetic in English language as the following. /i/ is pronounced as a spread lip which is also considered as unrounded lip, with /a/ having a neutral lip shape, and /u/ having a rounded lip shape. Rounding the lips means pulling their corners towards the middle so that the mouth forms an O. Lips can be fully spread, fully rounded, or somewhere in between which is also known as neutral lip shape. To distinguish, unrounded lip shape shows that the corners are not drawn in at all, and rounded lip shows the corners being drawn in to a moderate degree [13]. Likewise, [14] also has the same opinion. He described that the human lips can have many different shapes and positions, but can be categorised as three possibilities only. The possibilities are rounded lip, spread lip and neutral lip when speaking. The illustrations of human lip shapes are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Fig. 4 Illustration of Human Lip Shapes by [15]

Fig. 5 Illustration of Human Lip Shapes by [16]

Virtual human’s lip shape is helpful to viewers by providing visual information of speech sounds. It is analysed in visual cues and categorised in viseme analysis, where each speech sound must be assigned a corresponding shape as viseme approach, this is significant to create an accurate performance of automated lip sync animation.
Phonemes

Synchronizing animation to the spoken word requires an understanding of phonetics, the study of spoken language and speech sounds [17]. To understand speech sound, a common approach is to break it down into a simple set of constituent, atomic sound segments. The most commonly used segment is called phonemes [18]. In English, there are 44 different speech sounds [19]. They can be divided into two major categories, vowels and consonants. A vowel sound is one in which the air flow is unobstructed when the sound is made. In contrast, a consonant sound is one in which the air flow is cut off either partially or completely when the sound is produced. The chart of 44 English sounds is shown in Figure 6.

![Fig. 6 The Chart of 44 English Sounds by [19]](image)

Besides, Bahasa Melayu or Malay language has 6 vowels and 26 consonants [20]. However, consonants in Bahasa Melayu are divided into two categories - native consonant and non-native consonant. According to [21], 18 native consonants are primarily derived from the Malay language, and 8 non-native consonants occurred in borrowed words, principally from Arabic and English. The phoneme charts of Bahasa Melayu are shown as Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9:

![Fig. 7 The Chart of 6 Vowels Sounds in Bahasa Melayu by [22]](image)

![Fig. 8 The Chart of 18 Native Consonants Sounds in Bahasa Melayu by [22]](image)

![Fig. 9 The Chart of 8 Non-Native Consonants Sounds in Bahasa Melayu by [23]](image)

Revealed by [24], the approach of Malay word is different from English. English word pronunciation depends on a sequence of phonemes. Contrarily, Bahasa Melayu's word pronunciation is comprised of Consonant-Vowel (CV) and Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) combinations. Knowledge on the phoneme sounds presented in Bahasa Melayu is crucial for standardizing and transforming multiple languages from more to one mapping. It is used to classify into the viseme to make an accurate lip sync animation possible for speaking in Bahasa Melayu. Moreover, in standard Mandarin, there are six initial vowel sounds [25] and 21 initial consonant sounds [26], as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11:

![Fig. 10 Initial Vowels Sound of Standard Mandarin in Pinyin and IPA by [27]](image)
Pinyin are regarded as the 'alphabet' of Mandarin. According to [29], Pinyin is currently the most popular tool for encoding Mandarin sounds and is regularly used to transcribe western languages. It is also used for mapping to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) which aims to describe Chinese sound to make it convenient.

Apart from that, International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is a set of symbols designed to represent speech sounds of the world [30].

As claimed by [34], a viseme is any of several speech sounds which look the same, for example when lip reading. He is also the one who introduced the word “viseme” which is a compound word of "visual" and "phoneme". The viseme-based human speech technique is applied to this study. It is then developed for performing a virtual computer-generated avatar to talk automatically by using lip synchronization platform. So, viseme approach is used to classify three languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin phoneme sounds. It is essential to create an accurate virtual lip movement to synchronize with the human speech in three languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin in the study.

III. METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS

Video Content Analysis

Video Content Analysis (VCA) have carried out with professional teaching in English pronunciation, to identify accurate human lip shape and mouth positions in each 12 vowels and 24 consonants sounds, based on English International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The videos involved man and woman who teach the correct mouth shape and position to pronounce the sound. It is an essential fundamental process in order to identify the correct human mouth position for each single phoneme sound, and can be used for analyzing the realistic mouth movement when a human was speaking a word or a sentence. All the videos were converted into pictures according to the phoneme sound by using Adobe Premiere Pro software.
All the pictures captured from the videos were measured and organized into viseme categories. It is an essential process in order to classify the correct lip shapes and position into the technicalities of lip sync animation. It helps to develop the automated digital speech system by increasing speech recognition’s accuracy for both human and computer system. Speech recognition was done by visually recognizing the shape of the speakers’ lip movements, and make sure the accurate lip shape parameter was performed.

Next, human lip shapes for each phoneme sound were measured and determined the viseme classification, so as to simulate accurate lip sync animation. Based on the study of human lip shapes for each phoneme sound, it found out that accurate motion of lip sync requires precise data to classify lip shape and its position into viseme categories that collected from the mean values. Therefore, this stage has broken down into four important steps to analyze the details of measuring human lip shapes for each phoneme sound, according to 12 vowel sounds and 24 consonant sounds, based on English International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). as shown in Figure 15.

Secondly, the mean value of human lip shapes are analyzed and studied as shown in Figure 16, by comparing the results that obtained from the analyzed graphs done in previous phase.

As mentioned and analyzed earlier, human lip shapes were divided into 4 groups derived from the previous studies, they are closed lip, spread lip, neutral lip and rounded lip [15,16,36]. However, results of data analysis from the graphs had proved that human lip shape can actually divided into 8 groups, which were closed lip, strongly spread lip, spread lip, tightly spread lip, neutral lip, strongly rounded lip, rounded lip and tightly rounded lip. The category of closed lip used to pronounce the consonants phoneme sounds ingroup A. The category of strongly spread lip used to pronounce the vowel /æ/ sound. The category of spread lip used to pronounce vowels and consonants sounds in group C. Moreover, the category of tightly spread lip used to pronounce consonants /ʃ/ and /ʃ/ sounds. The category of neutral lip used to pronounce the vowels and consonants in group E. Besides, the category of strongly rounded lip used to pronounce the consonants sounds in group F. The category of rounded lip used to pronounce the vowels and consonants sound in group G. Consequently, the category of tightly rounded lip used to pronounce the vowel /u/ sound and consonant /w/ sound. The results findings show that some of the human lip shapes in vowels and consonants sounds have the same parameter of viseme category. Such as the categories of viseme spread lip, neutral lip, rounded lip and tightly rounded lip. The visemeof classification were fundamental parameter data set used to develop an accurate platform system for real time talking avatar in multiple languages.

Cross Lingual Transfer

Cross-lingual transfer carried out in this stage was to investigate the correct lip motion in 3 different languages: English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin. Cross-lingual transfer approach in this research was an idea on a phonetic mapping from Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin, the source language, to the phoneme set of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) scheme based on similar phonetic properties among the phonemes.
The results on the acoustic phonetic model according to the research findings from the previous stage were continually used to transfer to the target languages in Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin language in Figure 17.

The results from the cross-lingual transfer method were clearly shown in the mapping model in Figure 17. The first row in the chart is the acoustic phonetic model from our research findings that showed the set of viseme classification on English IPA symbols. The second row is the phoneme sounds in Bahasa Melayu. The results of transformation to IPA symbols are highlighted in red colour and presented underneath each Bahasa Melayu's phoneme sounds. The last row in the table is the phoneme sounds in Mandarin languages. There are three categories shown in this row: JhuyinFuhao, Hanyu Pinyin and IPA symbols. Similarly, the results of transformation from JhuyinFuhao and Hanyu Pinyin to IPA symbols are shown at the bottom and highlighted in red colour.

![Fig. 17 Cross Lingual Transfer based to the Research Findings Acoustic Phonetic Model to Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin Languages in IPA Scheme](image)

According to the result model of cross lingual transfer, the phoneme sounds of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin in group A, are using the viseme of closed lip to pronounce the sounds. Besides, viseme of spread lip is used to produce the phonemes sound of group B. The phoneme sounds in group C are pronounced by using the viseme spread lip. The category of viseme tightly spread lip is used to produce the sounds in group D. Moreover, the phoneme sounds of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin in group E, are using the viseme of neutral lip to pronounce the sounds. Viseme of strongly rounded lip is used to produce the phonemes sound of group F. Subsequently, the phoneme sounds in group G are pronounced by using the viseme rounded lip. Lastly, phonemes of group H were presented as /u/ and /w/ in IPA scheme, with the viseme of tightly rounded lip to produce the sounds. As a result, the IPA scheme can be applied in three languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin based on the viseme lip shape classification of human speech sounds.

**Viseme Classification**

As a result, the modelling of the character's mouth positions was based on the result data from the measurement of active shape model. According to the result findings, the character's target mouth positions were created. The 8 visemes model's lip shapes were then imported into Autodesk MotionBuilder software to build the digital speech system platform in real time as shown in Figure 18.

Based on the study, the automated digital speech system platform was successfully created to perform the lip synchronization animation in real time application. A user needs only to plug in a microphone device into the computer, the automated digital speech system can then performs. The system was made to detect three languages: English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin.

![Fig. 18 The Results of 8 Viseme Classifications and Modelling](image)

![Fig. 19 Automated Digital Speech System Platform in English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin](image)

![Fig. 20 Real Time Speech Driven Lip Sync Animation in English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin](image)

One of the lip sync animation in live performance by using digital speech system through the input audio device is shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20. The digital speech system can also be used in offline mode by detecting the sounds through the inserted audio track file. Therefore, dubbing technique, in which the dialogue is recorded to match a pre-edited version of the animation, is no longer needed for the animation that is published in multiple languages. This method was often time consuming and difficult to achieve an accurate result in matching all the applied languages to the same mouth movement. Hence, the digital speech system is an ideal approach to produce an animation in multiple languages by recording the character's mouth movements which are driven by the live talk through the audio device.
It will automatically keyframe and record all mouth movements of the talking to match the sounds. Although the digital speech system platform applied the actual study from viseme human speech sounds, every animation movement was created based on reality first, then changed and modified to achieve the user’s desired motion such as exaggeration animation. It has been show that this new technique gives the user the ability to control the realism of lip sync animation with automated key framing in three languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin. These features of system can be applied in live performance, animation production industry, entertainment, gaming, digital marketing and media education.

Performance Validation on Lip Sync Animation

The created system was carried on to validate with different candidates in different languages in different gender of female and male. The candidates were invited to use the digital speech system and read the sentences in different languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin. 3 male candidates and 3 female candidates were invited to use the digital speech system and read the sentences in different languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin. The candidates included different races formed by Malay, Bumiputra and Chinese peoples. All the measurements were done by comparing model’s data and real data via lip position’s height (h), width (w), ratio (r) and area (a). Every scene was recorded and each frame was calculated in the AutoCAD software to gain accurate human and avatar’s lip positions. The mathematical functions of percentage error and percentage accuracy formula are used in this measurement are:

\[
\text{Percentage Error} = \frac{|\text{Approximate Value} - \text{Exact Value}|}{\text{Exact Value}} \times 100\%
\]

(1)

\[
\text{Percentage Accuracy} = 100\% - \text{Percentage Error}
\]

(2)

Percentage error is a measure of the experimental results from the accepted value that would be most closely related to accuracy. It is gained from the difference between approximate values (model’s data) and exact values (real data). Besides that, percentage accuracy was used to represent the number of times out of 100 when the avatar’s lip sync animation is performed correctly. The data was then calculated in Microsoft Excel and presented in the graphs. Therefore, the data of accuracy was calculated from the measurement between the real human data graph, in which highlighted in blue colour and the avatar model’s graph, in which highlighted in red colour. The accuracy data computed the percentage of the created avatar’s lip sync animation in achieving realistic simulation. The comparison results are analysed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. 1 Comparison Result between Realistic Lip Movements and Model Lip Sync Animation in Different Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Different Gender/Languages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Male Speaker (English) &quot;She is talking on the phone&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Male Speaker (Mandarin) &quot;大家早上好&quot; &quot;Good Morning Everyone&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Male Speaker (Bahasa Melayu) &quot;SelamatPagiSemua&quot; &quot;Good Morning Everyone&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Female Speaker (English) &quot;She found her necklace&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Female Speaker (Mandarin) &quot;我过得很好&quot; &quot;I am doing great&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Female Speaker (Bahasa Melayu) &quot;Diasukhabacabuku cerita&quot; &quot;He likes to read story book&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the graphs, the comparison shows that all the avatar lip sync motion paths achieved approximately the same result as in realistic human data, except some small differences between both lip motion paths as shown in Table 1. The differences occurred in the beginning of the speaking, in which the human's mouth opened faster than the avatar in the time of millisecond because the human's mouth opened before the sound came out; vice versa, the avatar's mouth opened as soon as the sound was detected in the system. In addition, some issues like the computer’s operating system, sound delaying and environment were also affecting the data to be different between the real person’s and the animated avatar’s lip motions. However, those would not stimulate big influence in the overall results. The motion paths of modelled avatar's lip sync animation were still matched approximately in the range of accuracy with overall accuracy percentage more than 76%. The validation has successfully proved that the used of 8 viseme classification of human lip shapes can develop accurate performance of real time avatar lip sync animation, talking in English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin.

IV. DISCUSSION

This paper proposed the 8viseme classification of human lip shapes and developed an automated digital speech system for performing lip sync animation in real time. The viseme lip shapes include closed lip, strongly spread lip, spread lip, tightly spread lip, neutral lip, strongly rounded lip, rounded lip and tightly rounded lip. The proper lip shapes had been integrated in a real time character animation that synchronized to the International Phonetic Alphabet phonemes sounds for English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin languages. Autodesk Motion Builder was the core computer graphics software used to develop the system and perform the tasks. Other than that, Autodesk Maya was used to do the blendshape modelling for 8 viseme classification lip shapes. The integration with plug-in component and live device in Autodesk MotionBuilder software enables the hardware detection between the 3D blendshape modeling and microphone input devices in developing the system, by using the neural network mapping to create the speech recognition function. Automated Digital Speech System was developed to make a virtual computer-generated avatar to talk automatically by using lip synchronization platform. It allows people and companies to use the application in animation production and live performances such as theater, broadcasting, education, game and live presentation according their needs to satisfy the multilingual society in Malaysia.
For real time performance, the system is able to be implemented in broadcasting market, production environment, interactive applications and education purpose: segment hosts in television or commercials shows such as music video, variety, news and game show. It can also be used to serve a contemporary performance where the real time simulation is required, as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23.

Fig. 24 Application of Digital Speech System in Establishment Place

Apart from that, the real time character animation derived from the system is able to attract attention of a crowd and get the advertising messages noticed. This mode of advertising is encouraged by business houses who want to make their products known to a wide range of customers. So, it is a fascinating idea to implement the system’s production at established places such as restaurant, shopping mall or theme park as presented in Figure 24. On the other hand, it can also apply for online game to convey the message and interact with others player in real time. It allows the avatar character in the game to talk and synchronized with the player. This has a great potential to integrate in VR game.

This study designed viseme lip shapes and developed automated lip sync animation in real time system. The system is a multilingual solution which accurately predicts mouth movement on real human face when a person is speaking and directs to lip sync process. The system is adjusted to the characteristics of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin languages. So, when a person is speaking into a microphone, the computer image will animate nearly identical to the way he is speaking in live time. And because it is audio-driven, it is at a price point that makes it scalable to huge amounts of speech demands. To be highlighted, in the stage of pre-production in any film and animation feature, the real time speech function for reference to the animators and artist will shorten the pre-production duration by reducing work on animating. The used of this application enables the animators to estimate the exact time frame for them to do the lip sync and character's animates. It helps to give the overview of character's lip sync by planning the whole animation progress. It is a very critical planning which can save a lot of time, workload and budget, to bring a good blueprint to the next process in the stage of post-production.

Moreover, this research provided automated digital speech model of viseme classification mapping to match the key phoneme sounds for English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin languages. This is a critical part to the animator in making lip sync animation, especially in the stage of pre-production in any film and animation feature. Different categories of lip shapes in producing different phonemes sound had been analyzed very specifically. The lip sync animation can work surprisingly well while achieving a good balance between animation realism and run-time efficiency, as demonstrated in the results. Due to the approach is phoneme-based, it can handle speech input from different speakers naturally. Hence, it can be used as a guideline to the animators in animating their desired lip sync motion depending on their creativity, although the viseme categories of lip shape study in this research is according to the standard mathematical calculation in which lip shape was determined based on the standard measurement range. However, most of the animation performances are created for entertainment purpose where the lip shape may be influenced by the character's emotion, personality or exaggeration. Still, the correct basic physical form of lip shape for speaking avatar to match with the phoneme sound remains the same. All animations were created based on the reality in real world, and then were modified according to the creator's desired motion. So, the animation can reach naturalistic quality of believability to the audiences. The animation dynamic is not breaking the principles and rules in the performance. It is because physical realism is often the most important aspect in computer animation. It is an approach to make computer generated realistic-looking virtual environments.

To note, 3D character animation design in this study is not in the scope for our research. Therefore, the character can be changed by modifying the blendshape model, as long as the guideline in the viseme classification study is followed through. Once the blendshape model is created, the lip shape model can then be imported into the digital speech system for making the lip sync animation performance in real time. The system utilizes inexpensive hardware such as microphone which is affordable. This makes it possible for a wider range of people and companies to use the application for their needs. This paper provided useful information on the development of the digital speech system. The development process was explained which could be used as a reference in future research.

V. CONCLUSION

Overall, this study developed an automated lip sync animation for performing a virtual computer-generated avatar to talk automatically. The appropriate lip sync motion driven by the speech recognition system had been integrated in a real time character animation, allowing the user to control the character's speech by using an audio device. The viseme lip shapes are designed based on the phoneme sounds of English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin languages for automated digital speech system. Hence, this study indicates that utilization of real time synchronization on viseme-based speech analysis platform can simulate lip sync animation for multiple languages, English, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin, and ensuring an accurate lip motion result at the same time. The human voice is possible to directly synthesizing the mouth movement from acoustic speech information in real time.
However, there is room for improvement where future research can implement in more methods to increase accuracy of the phoneme recognition from live speech, and also consider for more lip features parts in the performance to enhance the realism in lip sync animation. Despite that, real-time system should be generalized towards other parts of a character such as facial gestures, emotions, and other body parts of hand, leg, and hip for future study. Ideally, it can also be enhanced by adding in some animation values based on realism, so the character animation will have their own characteristic to grab and hold the audience's attention while conveying the message to the audiences.

This research has successfully covered two fundamental studies in lip sync animation. They include the study on human lip shape to produce the sound, and accurate-timed lip sync motion. The findings revealed successful and satisfying results in this study. The achievement were suitable to be used in the production of animation films in multiple languages, especially in Malaysia, a country that has three major languages of English, Bahasa Melayu and Chinese widely spoken by the citizens here.
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